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Introduction Reduplication is common in natural language phonology and morphology. 

However, productive total reduplication incurs cross-serial dependencies and thus requires 

computational power beyond context-free, while most other phonological and morphological 

patterns are regular, or even sub-regular (e.g. Kaplan & Kay 1994; Chandlee 2014, 2017; Heinz 

2018). On the other hand, those context free patterns involving nested dependencies are rare in 

the typology. For example, languages with a reversed order of segments or syllables are not well-

attested (Marantz 1982), and appear to be confined to language games, whose phonological 

status is unclear (Bagemihl 1980). Besides the typological evidence, one recent artificial 

grammar learning study (Moreton et al. 2021)  shows that adult learners can learn reduplication 

but not syllable-level reversal patterns. Together, those empirical findings suggest any class of 

languages restrictive enough to capture only phonology and/or morphology should exclude non-

regular non-reduplicative patterns. But the current language classes containing reduplicated 

strings in the Chomsky Hierarchy are not restrictive enough, because they include typologically 

unattested and less-learnable context-free patterns.  

The goal of this paper is to solve the mismatch between the Chomsky Hierarchy notion of 

formal complexity and the empirical findings on reduplication. We first introduce a novel 

computing device: finite state buffered machine, adding a copying mechanism into existing 

finite-state machinery. As a result, we successfully characterize the class of regular languages 

and the languages derived from them through the reduplication operation. As suggested by 

previous literature (Gazdar & Pullum 1985), this class of languages should approach the 

characterization of natural language word sets. Finite-state buffered machines (FSBMs) are two-

taped automata with finite-state core control. One tape stores the input, as in normal finite state 

acceptors; the other serves as an unbounded memory buffer, storing reduplicants temporarily for 

future string matching. The buffer interacts with the input in restricted ways: 1) the buffer is a 

queue, preserving the temporal order of the consumed input symbols; 2) once one symbol is 

removed from the buffer, everything else must also wiped off before the buffer is available for 

other symbol addition. These restrictions ensure the machine will never generate reversals, or 

other non-regular non-reduplicative patterns. The copying mechanism is two-staged: first, store a 

chunk of strings in the buffer; then, empty the buffer by matching the buffered symbols with 

subsequent input. Different stages correspond to different modes available for a machine when 

processing a reduplicated phonological surface string. There are three possible modes: 1) in 

normal (N) mode, the machine reads symbols and transits between states, functioning as a 

normal FSA; 2) in buffering (B) mode, besides consuming symbols from the input and taking 

transitions among states, it adds a copy of just-read symbols on the queue-like buffer, until it 

exits B mode; 3) after exiting B mode, it 

enters emptying (E) mode, in which the 

machine matches the stored symbols in the 

buffer against input symbols. When all 

buffered symbols have been matched, the Figure 1. Mode changes and input-buffer interaction 

of an FSBM on “…abbababbab…”  



machine switches back to N mode for another round of computation. Fig. 1. provides a schema 

diagraming how the mode of a machine alternates when it determines the equality of sub-strings 

and how the buffer interacts with the input.  

The formal definition of FSBMs is 

suppressed. We provide a description on the 

temporary symbol-storing and symbol-

emptying apparatus that one FSBM is 

equipped with: among all states, two sets of 

special states (G and H) are specified, 

which allows the machine to control what 

portions of a string are copied. G states force the 

machine to enter B mode while H states switch 

the machine to E mode. Transitions between two 

H states are used only to check input-memory 

identity. The FSBM in Fig. 2. is an instance of initial CVC-reduplication. Given that the initial 

state q1 is a G state, the machine must enter B mode before it takes any transitions. In B mode, 

the machine transits to a plain state q2, consuming an input consonant and keeping it in the buffer. 

Similarly, the machine transits to a plain state q3 and then to q4. When the machine reaches q4, 

the buffer contains a CVC sequence. State q4, an H state, tells the machine to stop buffering and 

to enter emptying. Using the special transitions between H states (in this case, loops on q4), the 

machine matches the CVC in the buffer with the remaining input. Therefore, it is easy to see this 

machine only accepts strings starting with C1V1C2C1V1C2-. In the same vein, Fig. 3. 

demonstrates a fragment of the machine recognizing Dyirbal plurals, which is formed via total 

reduplication of the singular nominals. We use two lexical items to illustrate: midimidi “lots of 

little ones”; gulgiɽigulgiɽi “lots of prettily painted men” (Dixon 1972, 242). 

Discussion To sum up, this paper proposes another language class by introducing another 

computing device: finite state buffered machines, an augmentation of regular languages with a 

copying operation. The set of languages recognized by FSBMs is proved to be closed under 

concatenation, Kleene star, homomorphism, and union, preserving crucial closure properties of 

regular languages. Moreover, one key property of great linguistic relevance is that this set of 

languages is closed under intersection with regular languages. It is commonly accepted that 

phonology besides reduplication is regular, including phonotactic restrictions (markedness) and 

UR-SR pairs (faithfulness). In other words, almost all phonological well-formedness knowledge 

can be modeled by finite state machines. Zuraw (2002)’s aggressive reduplication and the 

meaning-free, purely-phonological stimuli used in the AGL study (Moreton et al. 2021)  seem to 

imply reduplication is not solely in morphology. When FSBMs intersect with FSAs that are 

computing other phonotactic restrictions, the resulting language is still an FSBM, not another 

grammar with higher computational power. This suggests FSBMs should be sufficient to conduct 

phonological computation and morphological analysis with surface sub-string identity 

recognized. A possible direction for future research is to use FSBMs to model Base-Reduplicant 

correspondence (McCarthy & Prince 1995) in Primitive Optimality Theory (Eisner 1997; Albro 

1998), which was realized previously by Multiple Context-Free Grammars (Albro 2000, 2005).  


